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Introduction. In this note we prove some product formulas for 
non-simply-connected even dimensional surgery obstructions. This 
complements [8] (and in fact uses [8] as well as [5]). We also give a 
simple example of the type of geometric construction that product 
formulas make possible. 

1. Product formulas. Let Qw be the oriented cobordism classes of 
oriented, closed, smooth or piecewise-linear (P.L.) manifolds of 
dimension m. Let w be a finitely presented group, let wlir—>Z% be a 
homomorphism, and let Ln(ir, W) be the Wall surgery obstruction 
group for the homotopy problem in dimension n*z5 (see [ó] or [7]). 
That is, if (Xn, dX) is a manifold, if $ is a vector bundle over Xf if 
ƒ : (M, dM)—^(Xi dX) is a map of degree one whose restriction induces 
a homotopy equivalence of boundaries, and if F is a stable framing of 
r (M)®/*£; then if (zriX, wlX) — (ir, w), there is an obstruction 
0(ikf, ƒ, F) in Ll(wt w) that vanishes if and only if (ikf, ƒ, F) is co-
bordant relative the boundary to (N, g, G), g a homotopy equivalence. 
The Wall groups satisfy L^(TT, W) = Zi+40r, w)i and surgery obstruc
tions are invariant under products with complex projective space 
CP2 . For w è 6, every element can be realized as 0(ikf, ƒ, F) for a 
suitable given X and £; e.g. X = ÜL X l a n d £ = v(X), the normal bundle 
of X. For low dimensions, obstructions are defined by crossing with 
CP2 ; their vanishing is a necessary condition for the surgery problem 
to be solvable. 

There is a pairing 

Qm X Ln(w, W) - > Ln+m(Tr, w) 

defined as follows: Let a&lm and let z£Z,£(7r, w). Assume n^6. 
Choose a simply-connected manifold P representing a, and let 
Xy £, M, ƒ, and F be as above so that 0(M, ƒ, F) *=z. Let G be the 
natural framing of T ( P ) @V(P), V(P) a high dimensional normal bundle 
of P. Then we make the definition 

aXz = 0(PXM,l Xf,GXF). 
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This is a well defined bilinear pairing; see §9 of [7]. 
A similar pairing exists for the obstruction groups Ls

n(ir, w) for the 
simple homotopy problem. 

Let I:flm-->Z be the index homomorphism; i.e. I(a)=0 if m ^ O 
(mod 4) and 1(a) = Index P for any P G a if m = 0 (mod 4), in which 
case the index of P is the index of the quadratic form (x\Jy) [P] on 
Hm/2(P; Q). Williamson [8] has shown that for n odd and m even, 

a X z = I(a)z, a £ 0», z E L*n(w, w). 

THEOREM 1.1. Let m and n be even. Let a £ O m , zÇzLn(Ty w). Then 
aXz = I(a)z. 

PROOF. Let P be a simply-connected representative of a. 
Assume n^6. Let 0(M, ƒ, F)=z, where / : ( M , 9 - M, d+M) 
-*(KXI, KXO, KX1) with f\d-M:d„M-*KX0 a diffeomorphism 
(or P.L. equivalence), and with F a stable framing of T(M) 
@f*v(KXI). Let 

j(K):Ln(w, w) —> Z1+I(TT X Z, ^i) 

be the map defined in §5 of [S]. I t is clear from the definition that 

(*) P X j(K)z = j(P XK)(*X z). 

The formula of Williamson, applied to the left side of (*), gives zero 
if w s 2 (mod 4). Hence aXz = 0 also, since j(PXK) is monic by 
Theorem 5.1 of [5]. 

Suppose m = 0 (mod 4). I t follows from §9 of [8] that.;(.K) depends 
only upon how we identify TTIK with 7r; i.e. only upon the choice of a 
map K—>K(ir, 1) that induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. 
(This observation clears up a question raised in some remarks in §5 
of [5]. In the present situation we could avoid this observation by 
making an extra geometric construction.) Hence, the formula of 
Williamson implies that the left side of (*) is j(PXK)I(a)z 
=j(CP2XK)I(a)z. So by 5.1 of [5] again, aXz = I(a)z, which com
pletes the proof. 

Let Aj(ir, w), j ^ O , be the subquotient of the Whitehead group 
defined in §4 of [5]. 

COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose An+i(w, w)=0, n even. Let a £ Q m , z 
ÇzLs

n(Tt w), m even. Then aXz = I(a)z. 

PROOF. By Proposition 4.1 of [5], the natural map of L'n(w, w) 
to Ln(w, w) is a monomorphism. 
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COROLLARY 1.3. For m and n even, a£ f i m , zÇzLs
n(w, w), aXz~I(a)z 

always has order two. 

PROOF. Every element of An+ifr, w) has order two, for any w. By 
1.1 and 4.1 of [5], aXz-I(a)z is in the image of the natural map 
An+\(j, w)->Ls

n(Tf w). 
REMARKS. (1) For w any finite Abelian group and w trivial, 

-4n+i(7r, w) = 0 if n is even. 
(2) For 7T = ZW and w trivial, one can prove 1.2 using the idea of 

[4] to study the Wall groups via the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. 
(3) Using Proposition 4.6 of [5] and the product formulas for 

Whitehead torsion, it is not hard to see that for m = 0 (mod 4) we have 
a commutative diagram with exact rows: 

s h 
An+1(7T, W) -~*Ln(T, W) —»ZW(7T, w) 

where %(z) =I(a)z, \(z) =I(a)z, and &(z) =aXz. The rows are part of 
Rothenberg's sequence (Proposition 4.1 of [5]). Thus to show that the 
congruence of 1.3 is an exact equality, it remains to solve an extension 
problem. A similar remark holds for m = 2 (mod 4). 

2. An application to nonlinear representations. Theorem 1.1 and 
its corollaries can be used to construct various exotic manifolds, group 
actions, etc. For example, see [l ] for some applications of the (pre
viously well-known) simply-connected case. In this section we give 
one simple example of how to create a nonlinear representation by 
killing a surgery obstruction using 1.1. 

Let G and H be compact Lie groups and let p be a smooth action 
of G XH on a closed manifold M, with isotropy subgroups G, H, and 
{e}. Then the fixed point set of G, F(G)f is invariant under H", and so 
we get an action a(p) on F(G) by H. Similarly we have an action j8(p) 
on F(H) by G. 

Let X be a free action of G on a homotopy sphere S2*-1. We say X 
is normally linear if there is a free linear (orthogonal) action fx on 
52*""1 and a homotopy equivalence h: S2k"1/\-^S2k^1/fx with vanishing 
normal invariant in [S2k~l/fx; G/0\ Let Go be the component of the 
identity of G and let 7r = G/Go. Suppose T^^\e\ and k is even or the 
smallest prime dividing \ir\ is not two. Suppose dim G is even and 
(2fc—dim G) ^ 6 . Then, if a free linear action JU exists, it follows from 
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results of Pétrie [4] that there are infinitely many normally linear 
actions on the standard sphere that are P.L. (and even topologically) 
distinct. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a compact, even dimensional Lie group, and 
let X be a free normally linear action of G on a homotopy sphere 
S2* -1, k^2. Let Hi be either the group of unit complex numbers or unit 
quaternions, and let 8 be the (usual) free linear representation of H\ on 
54€W"~1, m ^ l , € = l o r 2 depending on whether dim H%==1 or 3. Assume 
4:em+2k— dim G — 3 ^ 5 . Let H be any closed subgroup of Hi. Then 
3 a fixed point free action p of GXH on a homotopy sphere M2k+Um~l 

with isotropy subgroups Gt H, and {0}, so that a(p) = 5| H and /3(p) =A. 

PROOF. L e t / : S ^ y X ^ S 2 * - 1 / / * ^ ^ » M a free orthogonal action of 
G, be a homotopy equivalence with vanishing normal invariant. Then 
there is a cobordism Wwith d+W= S2k~l/\, a map <f>: (W, d_ W9 d+W) 
-*(KXI, KXO, KX1) of degree 1 with <l>\d+W=f and 4>\dJW a 
diffeomorphism, and a stable framing F of T(W)®4>*V(KXI). Let 
z=6(W, 4>, TOGLnOn"), 7r = G/Go, Go the component of the identity 
element of G, n = 2k — 1 —dim G. (We omit w from the notation since 
it is trivial here.) 

The quotient Q=sSitmr"1/ô is either the complex projective space 
Cp2m-i o r t j i e quaternionic projective space HP2"1"1. Both have index 
zero. Hence [C]Xs = 0. I t follows (using the periodicity of surgery 
obstructions for n^4t) tha t there is an A-cobordism U oi KXQ = d-U 
to (S2*-1/^) XQ = d+U and a map g: U-^KXIXQ so that the restric
tion g\d-.U:d-U->KX0XQ is the identity and g\d+U:d+U 
-*KXlXQisfXl. 

Now KXIXQ is the base space of a principal GXHi-bundle with 
total space S2k-xXS**m-lXl; the action is just (pX$)XL Let V be 
the total space of the bundle induced over U via g from this bundle. 
Then V is an &-cobordism from S^^XS*™-1 to S ^ X S 4 * ™ - 1 and 
carries a free GXHi action, £. 

Let 

M = D2k X S*™-1 U F U 22*-1 X £4€W; 

i.e. take the disjoint union and identify d~V with 3(J92*X54<m~1) and 
ô + F with â(S2fc-"1XJD46W). Since /x and ô are orthogonal they extend to 
actions /z and S on D2k and D4«m, respectively, fixed point free except 
a t the origin. The union p = (/ZXS)W£U(XXô) is an action of GXHi 
on Af. I t is easy to verify that M is a homotopy sphere and that 
p | GXH has the desired properties. 
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Note. For the special case of ZpXZq, we can make a(p) and (3(p) 
arbitrary normally linear actions of Zq on S4™"1 and Zp on Su~1

1 

respectively. The argument is similar. 
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